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This sequence was made by taking the sermon from ‘MESSAGE FROM CANTERBURY’, 
editing  down to make a fluent piece of audion and then adding and taking away 
images. The original  sermon is about 10 minutes long, but this is edited down to a 
key section lasting about 2 minutes. 
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The sermon sequence begins with an overturned van being righted from ‘THE MAN 
ON THE BEAT’. This suggest a little bit of disorder. The image has been darkened to be 
in keeping with the loss of sunlight. The images of Canterbury Cathedral are taken 
straight from the sermon in ‘MESSAGE FROM CANTERBURY’ and darkened. 
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The sermon continues with images taken inside the cathedral directly in ‘MESSAGE 
FROM CANTERBURY’. 
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And then an animation of electricity connections from ‘POWER LINES’ and of 
electricity and light from ‘GOOD VALUE’. At this point, music is added underneath the 
sermon audio, the ‘Fantasia’ overture by Purcell that is at the beginning of ‘MESSAGE 
FROM CANTERBURY’ and ‘WITHOUT SUN’. The music lasts about 2 minutes and is 
timed to end at the very end of the end titles of the film. 
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Then back to the sermon with images of the congregation and choirboys from 
‘MESSAGE FROM CANTERBURY’. 
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RESOURCES OF THE EARTH 
The sermon continues about using the resources of the earth and this is matched 
with the original shots from ‘MESSAGE FROM CANTERBURY’ plus a clip from ‘FULL 
CYCLE’ of mining. The section ends with another shot of the congregation from 
‘MESSAGE FROM CANTERBURY’. 
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A CHRISTIAN SOCIAL ORDER 
When the sermon gets to the part about ‘a Christian social order, the original images 
from the sermon are replaced with images of state power and national emergency 
such as police and the armed forces as well as making armaments. This is imagined as 
a result of the film being subject to censorship and imagining that the original film-
makers included more positive images about freedoms, but these have been replaced 
with images of a police (‘THE MAN ON THE BEAT’) and an armed state (‘BRITAIN 
SHOULDER ARMS’ with a little bit of democracy (from ‘LOCAL GOVERNMENT’). 
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Soldiers from ‘WAR COMES TO LONDON’, bombs being manufactured and horse 
soldiers  from ‘BRITAIN SHOULDER ARMS’. 
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A soldier on patrol from ‘LONDON RIVER’, tanks from ‘BRITAIN SHOULDER ARMS’, and 
warplanes from ‘GOOD VALUE’. 
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The sermon finishes with a composite superimposition of the Archbishop of 
Canterbury giving the sermon from ‘MESSAGE FROM CANTERBURY’ layered with 
images of lamps being manufactured from ‘GOOD VALUE’, before fading to black. 
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THE END 
The end title is made by combining the horse and plough from ‘MESSAGE FROM 
CANTERBURY’ with the end title from ‘THE LIFE CYCLE OF THE NEWT’ as used 
similarly for the opening title image from the same two films to make the beginning 
and end match. The images are darkened and given heighted contrast to make a 
more black and white image. 
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Finally, a fake license shot is made by combining the  production company logo from 
the end of ‘STUDENT NURSE’ (because it looks like an official government coat of 
arms) and a title with the words on top. 
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